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Abstract

Adversarial attacks reveal serious flaws in deep
learning models. More dangerously, these at-
tacks preserve the original meaning and es-
cape human recognition. Existing methods
for detecting these attacks need to be trained
using original/adversarial data. In this paper,
we propose detection without training by vot-
ing on hard labels from predictions of trans-
formations, namely, VoteTRANS. Specifi-
cally, VoteTRANS detects adversarial text by
comparing the hard labels of input text and its
transformation. The evaluation demonstrates
that VoteTRANS effectively detects adversar-
ial text across various state-of-the-art attacks,
models, and datasets.

1 Introduction

Deep learning models are sensitive to changes in
input text from an adversarial attack. Even a slight
change enormously impacts the prediction of mod-
els. More dangerously, these changes still preserve
the input meaning, so attacks remain unrecognized
by humans. This vulnerability has negatively af-
fected the reputation of deep learning models.

In contrast to adversarial text defense, fewer
works have been proposed to detect adversarial
texts. Previous works detected such texts via
perturbed word identification (Zhou et al., 2019;
Mozes et al., 2021), synonyms (Wang et al.,
2022b), density (Yoo et al., 2022), attention (Biju
et al., 2022), PCA (Raina and Gales, 2022), trans-
former (Wang et al., 2022a), and word impor-
tance (Mosca et al., 2022). Since existing works
need original/adversarial data to train detectors,
they are sensitive to new adversarial attacks.

Motivation: Adversarial text must satisfy two
criteria: the text must (1) change the prediction
of a target model while (2) preserving the original
meaning. Few texts can comply with both criteria.
For example, we randomly selected original text
from AG News and used a probability-weighted

word saliency (PWWS) attack (Ren et al., 2019)
to generate adversarial text (Figure 1). PWWS re-
places original words to fool a target model (CNN).
During this generation process, only the final text
fooled the target CNN, while other texts were still
correctly predicted by the target CNN and another
model, such as RoBERTa. We find the same trend
for other AG News texts and IMDB movie reviews
as shown in Appendix A.

Contributions: We propose a simple detec-
tor by voting on hard labels of transformations
(VoteTRANS). In particular, we generate a trans-
formation set for each word in the input text. We
then compare the original hard label from the input
text and the majority vote from each transformation
set. If we find any difference in the comparison,
the adversarial text is identified. In summary, our
contributions are listed as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, VoteTRANS is
the first model to detect adversarial text from
various attacks without training. Moreover,
we do not modify a target model and only use
the target as a black-box setting for prediction.
VoteTRANS can thus be applied to a wide
range of various models.

• Experiments on various attacks, models, and
datasets demonstrate that VoteTRANS out-
performs state-of-the-art detectors.

• VoteTRANS can run with all seventeen cur-
rent attacks related to text classification from
TextAttack framework (Morris et al., 2020).
VoteTRANS is also automatically compati-
ble with future attacks from this framework
without changing its source code1.

1VoteTRANS is available at https://github.
com/quocnsh/VoteTRANS
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CNN RoBERTa

Original: …a project to test wireless public transport… Sci/Tech Sci/Tech

run Sci/Tech Sci/Tech

tryout wireless Sci/Tech Sci/Tech

tuner Sci/Tech Sci/Tech

radio Sci/Tech Sci/Tech

Adversarial: …a project to tryout radiocommunication public transport… Business Sci/Tech

Figure 1: A process generates adversarial text by synonym-based transformation targeting a CNN model. During
this process, only the final adversarial text fools the CNN, while other texts are still correctly predicted by the CNN
and RoBERTa.

2 Related Work

2.1 Adversarial Attack
Many adversarial attacks have emerged since 2018
and have been supported by TextAttack (Morris
et al., 2020). We categorize all seventeen attacks
from TextAttack related to text classification by
their levels.

In word level, Alzantot (Alzantot et al., 2018),
Faster Alzantot (Jia et al., 2019), and an improved
generic algorithm (IGA)(Wang et al., 2021) ran
a generic algorithm to generate adversarial text.
PWWS (Ren et al., 2019) and TextFooler (Jin et al.,
2020) transformed a text with synonyms from a
fixed lexical database (WordNet) and word embed-
ding, respectively. Zang et al. (2020) applied parti-
cle swarm optimization (PSO) to synonyms from a
big database (HowNet). Kuleshov (Kuleshov et al.,
2018) and A2T (Yoo and Qi, 2021) measured the
similarity with GPT-2 and DistillBERT, respec-
tively. BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) extracted
the synonyms from a masked language model.
BAE (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020) used both
word insertion and replacement with the masked
model. CLARE (Li et al., 2021) extended this
model by merging two consecutive words. Check-
list (Ribeiro et al., 2020) verified the model con-
sistency by changing an input word into a neutral
entity (e.g., location, name, or number). Input-
Reduction (Feng et al., 2018) removes the word of
lowest importance until the target model changes
the prediction.

In character and hybrid levels, Hot-
Flip (Ebrahimi et al., 2018) accessed the
gradient of a target model to manipulate the
loss change. DeepWordBug (Gao et al., 2018)
transformed words using four-character operations
including swapping, substitution, deletion, and
insertion. Pruthi (Pruthi et al., 2019) added a
QWERTY keyboard operator. TextBugger (Li et al.,
2019) combined character and word operators.

2.2 Adversarial Detection

Zhou et al. (2019) trained a BERT model to identify
the perturbed words. Mozes et al. (2021) focused
on low-frequency words that were likely changed
by an attacker. Wang et al. (2022b) detected the
adversarial text via its synonyms. Yoo et al. (2022)
and Biju et al. (2022) distinguished adversarial
text with original text based on density estima-
tion and attention input, respectively. Raina and
Gales (2022) showed that adversarial text induces
residues (larger components than original text) in
PCA eigenvector. Wang et al. (2022a) finetuned
a transformer model on compliant and adversarial
text, which is not required to fool a target model.
The change in the requirement efficiently defends
against a wide range of adversarial attacks. Mosca
et al. (2022) extracted the word importance as a
feature to classify original and adversarial text.

Compared with VoteTRANS, previous detec-
tors need adversarial or/and original data to train
their models or optimizes their models on training
data to satisfy some requirements (such as FPR as
in Yoo et al. (2022)). These methods often more
suitable for word-based than character-based at-
tacks. On the other hand, VoteTRANS can be ap-
plied to various kinds of attacks at both word-level
as in PWWS and character-level as in TextBugger as
well as other modifications, such as deletion as in
Input-Reduction or CLARE and insertion as in BAE.
For example, CLARE deletes a word by merging it
with a nearby word. When applying the same merg-
ing operator on each input word, VoteTRANS will
change the attacked words and observe the change
in target predictions to detect the attacked text.

3 Voting on the Hard Labels of
Transformations (VoteTRANS)

Problem statement: We follow notations from
TextFooler paper (Jin et al., 2020). Given N
texts, X = {X1, X2, . . . , XN} corresponding to
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Figure 2: Given input text, we replace each word (e.g., “project” and “radiocommunication”) with the correspond-
ing transformation set. The modified text is then predicted by a target and support models as hard labels. These
labels are voted and compared with the original label to determine whether the input text is adversarial or original.

N labels Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . , YN}, a target model
F : X → Y maps the input space X to the label
space Y . Adversarial text Xadv generated from
input X ∈ X should comply with the following
constraints:

F (Xadv) ̸= F (X), and Sim(Xadv, X) ≥ ϵ, (1)

where Sim(Xadv, X) measures the similarity be-
tween adversarial text Xadv and original text X; ϵ
is the minimum similarity.

Our objective is to determine whether input text
X is adversarial or original text. The process of
VoteTRANS is depicted in Figure 2, and the over-
all algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Model detail: To process input text X , we use
a target model F and an auxiliary attack A (e.g.,
PWWS). An optional word ratio α can be used
to speed up the detection process. Moreover, a
support model list F sup is used to improve the
performance. The support models and the target
model should solve the same task such as sentiment
analysis.

First, we create a list W including input words
that are sorted by their importance using word im-
portance score estimation in the auxiliary attack
A (lines 2-5). For example, PWWS calculates the
change in the predictions before and after replacing
a certain word with an unknown word to estimate
word importance. The impact of word importance
is shown in Appendix B.

Second, we select the top words W ∗ (line 6) with
the word ratio threshold α (100% by default). Since
VoteTRANS maintains the performance with α =
100%, it remarkably improves the run time with
a smaller α, with a slight change in performance,
as shown in Figures 4a and 4b in the experimental
results.

Third, we obtain a transformed set W trans for
each word wj in W ∗ (line 9) using word transfor-

mation in A. For example, PWWS uses synonyms
from WordNet to form the transformed set.

Fourth, we replace each transformed word in
W trans for the corresponding wj (line 11) in X and
checks the second constraint in Equation 1 (line
12). The Sim(·) and ϵ are provided by A. This step
is mainly used to preserve the original meaning
of the input in the transformed text. For example,
PWWS uses stop word checking for this step.

Fifth, we construct Y trans containing the label
predictions for the valid X ′ from target model F
and support model list F sup (lines 13-16). We then
use the majority vote on Y trans to obtain the top
majority classes Y ′ with the highest occurrence in
Y trans.

Finally, we check whether the input text X is
adversarial or original based on the input label Y
and majority set Y ′. If Y does not belong to Y ′

or Y belongs to Y ′, which contains more than one
majority class, we decide that X is adversarial text
(lines 20-22). If we cannot decide if X is adver-
sarial text after checking all words in W ∗, X is
considered original text.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Comparison
We follow recent work (Mosca et al., 2022) to
conduct the same experiments including attacks,
datasets, models, parameter settings, evaluation
metrics, number of training/testing samples, etc. In
particular, evaluation was performed with adversar-
ial text generated by four attacks2 including PWWS,
TextFooler, IGA, and BAE. These attacks targeted
four common models3 (LSTM, CNN, DistilBERT,
and BERT) on IMDB (235.72 words/text), Yelp

2All attacks ran with the default settings from the
TextAttack framework.

3All pretrained models were reused from the TextAttack
framework.
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Algorithm 1: Adversarial text detection by VoteTRANS.
Input :Input text X = {w1, w2 · · · }; Target model F ; Auxiliary attack A;

Optional: {Word ratio α (100% as default); Support models F sup = {F sup
1 , F sup

2 · · · }
(an empty as default)}

Output :Adversarial text detection (True/False)
1 Y ← F (X)
2 for each word wi in X do
3 calculate importance score Iwi using A
4 end for
5 Create a list W of all words wi ∈ X by sorting in descending order of the importance score Iwi

6 W ∗ ← obtains the top words from W with ratio α
7 for each word wj in W ∗ do
8 Transformation label list Y trans = {}
9 Create transformation set W trans from wj using A

10 for each word wtrans
k in W trans do

11 X ′ = replace wj with wtrans
k in X

12 if checking (Sim(X ′, X) ≥ ϵ) is satisfied by using A then
13 Add F (X ′) to list Y trans

14 for each F sup
l in F sup do

15 Add F sup
l (X ′) to list Y trans

16 end for
17 end if
18 end for
19 Y ′ ← majority vote on Y trans

20 if (Y ̸∈ Y ′)or(Y ∈ Y ′ and Y ′ has more than one majority class) then
21 return True ▷ adversarial text
22 end if
23 end for
24 return False ▷ original text

Polarity (YELP) (135.21 words/text), AG News
(38.78 words/text) and Rotten Tomatoes movie re-
views (RTMR) (18.65 words/text).

We compared VoteTRANS with
FGWS (Mozes et al., 2021) and WDR (Mosca
et al., 2022). FGWS is claimed as a state-of-the-art
in all existing detection papers that we know;
WDR is one of the most recent published work.
Both FGWS and WDR need to be trained on
the adversarial text generated from a specific
configuration (model, data, attack). Table 1 shows
the results on two configurations: (DistilBERT,
IMDB, PWWS) with 3000 training samples
(Table 1a)4 and (DistilBERT, AG News, PWWS)
with 2400 training samples (Table 1b). We
generated adversarial text from testing sets and

4Since VoteTRANS does not need to train, it produce
the same performance with any data-splits of the training
configuration. We average the performance on 30 different
data-splits of FGWS and WDR and ignore their variance
scores for simplification.

put them aside with corresponding original text
to form balanced samples. However, the two
configurations (DistillBERT, RTMR, IGA) and
(DistillBERT, AG News, IGA) had only 480 and
446 balanced samples, respectively. We thus chose
500 balanced samples as testing data for other
configurations.
VoteTRANS uses an auxiliary attack to de-

tect adversarial text without training. The aux-
iliary attack may be the same as the attack
used to generate the adversarial text, namely,
VoteTRANSsame. We also demonstrate the ca-
pability of VoteTRANS using a fixed auxiliary
attack (PWWS) to detect adversarial text gener-
ated from other attacks, namely, VoteTRANSdiff .
Both VoteTRANSsame and VoteTRANSdiff uses
RoBERTa as a support for all experiments5. Other
auxiliary attacks and supports will be discussed

5Since TextAttack does not support RoBERTa for YELP,
we used ALBERT as the support instead.
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Configuration FGWS WDR VoteTRANSsame VoteTRANSdiff

Model Data Attack F1 Recall F1 Recall F1 Recall F1 Recall
DistilBERT IMDB PWWS 89.5 82.7 92.1 94.2 96.9 98.4 - -
LSTM IMDB PWWS 80.0 69.6 84.1 86.8 94.8 97.6 - -
CNN IMDB PWWS 86.3 79.6 84.3 90.0 95.4 98.8 - -
BERT IMDB PWWS 89.8 82.7 92.4 92.5 97.4 98.4 - -
DistilBERT AG News PWWS 89.5 84.6 93.1 96.1 95.3 97.6 - -
DistilBERT IMDB TextFooler 86.0 77.6 94.2 97.3 97.8 99.6 97.7 100.0
DistilBERT IMDB IGA 83.8 74.8 88.5 95.5 95.8 99.2 95.9 99.2
BERT YELP PWWS 91.2 85.6 89.4 85.3 97.4 98.4 - -
BERT YELP TextFooler 90.5 84.2 95.9 97.5 97.4 98.8 97.0 98.0
DistilBERT RTMR PWWS 78.9 67.8 74.1 85.1 83.8 88.0 - -
DistilBERT RTMR IGA 68.1 55.2 70.4 90.2 86.9 90.4 80.5 82.4
DistilBERT IMDB BAE 65.6 50.2 88.0 96.3 97.7 100.0 96.3 99.2
DistilBERT AG News BAE 55.8 44.0 81.0 95.4 85.8 93.2 85.3 92.8
DistilBERT RTMR BAE 29.4 18.5 68.5 82.2 79.1 80.8 65.5 60.8

Overall average 77.5 68.4 85.4 91.7 93.0 95.7 - -

(a) FGWS and WDR trained on configuration (DistilBERT, IMDB, PWWS).
Configuration FGWS WDR VoteTRANSsame VoteTRANSdiff

Model Data Attack F1 Recall F1 Recall F1 Recall F1 Recall
DistilBERT AG News PWWS 89.5 84.6 93.6 94.8 95.3 97.6 - -
LSTM AG News PWWS 88.9 84.9 94.0 94.2 95.5 98.4 - -
CNN AG News PWWS 90.6 87.6 91.1 91.2 96.5 99.2 - -
BERT AG News PWWS 88.7 83.2 92.5 93.0 94.6 98.0 - -
DistilBERT IMDB PWWS 89.5 82.7 91.4 93.0 96.9 98.4 - -
DistilBERT AG News TextFooler 87.0 79.4 95.7 97.3 96.7 98.4 95.7 98.0
DistilBERT AG News IGA 68.6 58.3 86.7 93.6 96.5 99.2 93.2 95.6
BERT YELP PWWS 91.2 85.6 86.2 77.2 97.4 98.4 - -
BERT YELP TextFooler 90.5 84.2 95.4 94.7 97.4 98.8 97.0 98.0
DistilBERT RTMR PWWS 78.9 67.8 75.8 78.5 83.8 88.0 - -
DistilBERT RTMR IGA 68.1 55.2 73.7 85.4 86.9 90.4 80.5 82.4
DistilBERT IMDB BAE 65.6 55.2 88.1 97.0 97.7 100.0 96.3 99.2
DistilBERT AG News BAE 55.8 44.0 86.4 94.5 85.8 93.2 85.3 92.8
DistilBERT RTMR BAE 29.4 18.5 71.0 75.2 79.1 80.8 65.5 60.8

Overall average 77.1 68.8 86.4 89.4 92.4 95.2 - -

(b) FGWS and WDR trained on configuration (DistilBERT, AG News, PWWS).

Table 1: Comparison between VoteTRANS and two state-of-the-art detectors, FGWS and WDR. While both
FGWS and WDR need to be trained on a specific configuration (model, data, attack), VoteTRANS directly detects
adversarial text without training. VoteTRANSsame uses an auxiliary attack that is the same as the attack used to
generate adversarial texts. If the adversarial text is not generated by PWWS, VoteTRANSdiff uses PWWS as the
auxiliary attack.

later.

In general, WDR is better than FGWS when
they are trained on (DistilBERT, IMDB, PWWS)
as shown in Table 1a. While FGWS achieves an
F1 score of 77.5 and recall of 68.4 on average,
WDR exhibits improved F1 score and recall met-
rics of 85.4 and 91.7, respectively. All F1 scores

of VoteTRANSsame outperform those of WDR.
VoteTRANSsame also exhibits a recall improved
by 4.0 points from 91.7 of WDR. VoteTRANSdiff
is competitive with VoteTRANSsame for medium
(AG News) and long text (IMDB), while the perfor-
mance of VoteTRANSdiff on short text (RTMR)
is degraded, similar to other detectors.
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Scenario Method F1 Recall

Unknown Attack

VoteTRANSdiff (BAE) without support 94.4 93.6
VoteTRANSdiff (DeepWordBug) without support 94.2 97.2
VoteTRANSdiff (BAE) with RoBERTa as support 96.7 99.6
VoteTRANSdiff (DeepWordBug) with RoBERTa as support 95.2 100.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Checklist) with RoBERTa as support 83.9 74.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Input-Reduction) with RoBERTa as support 92.8 100.0
VoteTRANSdiff (A2T) with RoBERTa as support 95.7 96.8
VoteTRANSdiff (IGA) with RoBERTa as support 95.7 97.2
VoteTRANSdiff (Pruthi) with RoBERTa as support 95.8 99.6
VoteTRANSdiff (Alzantot) with RoBERTa as support 95.9 97.6
VoteTRANSdiff (PSO) with RoBERTa as support 96.1 97.6
VoteTRANSdiff (Faster-Alzantot) with RoBERTa as support 96.4 97.6
VoteTRANSdiff (TextBugger) with RoBERTa as support 96.5 98.8
VoteTRANSdiff (TextFooler) with RoBERTa as support 96.5 98.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Kuleshov) with RoBERTa as support 96.6 97.6

Known Attack

FGWS 90.6 87.6
WDR 91.1 91.2
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) without support 95.2 94.8
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with LSTM as support 95.9 98.8
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with RoBERTa as support 96.5 99.2
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with LSTM+RoBERTa as supports 97.4 98.4

Table 2: Detecting adversarial text generated by PWWS targeting CNN on AG News.

Category RTMR(Adv/Org) AG News(Adv/Org) IMDB(Adv/Org)
PWWS attack time 0.77 2.84 26.36
FGWS/WDR 0.04 0.08 1.01
VoteTRANSsame without support 0.03(0.02/0.04) 0.08(0.03/0.13) 2.00(0.67/3.33)
VoteTRANSsame with RoBERTa as support 0.69(0.28/1.09) 1.42(0.15/2.69) 8.94(0.37/17.52)

Table 3: Run time for attacking original text by PWWS and detecting adversarial text generated by PWWS targeting
the CNN model.

In detail, we cluster the experimental results into
three groups based on their performances. The first
group with high performances includes configura-
tions from similar attacks (PWWS, TextFooler, and
IGA) on long (IMDB and YELP) and medium text
(AG News). The second group includes configura-
tions from PWWS and IGA on short text (RTMR).
The last group includes the remaining configura-
tions related to BAE. While BAE uses flexible syn-
onyms based on word context, the other attacks use
fixed synonyms for a certain word.

All of the detectors work well for the lengthy
text of the first group, especially VoteTRANSsame,
with both scores being between 94.8 and 99.6.
However, less information can be extracted from
the short text in the second group. While
FGWS is competitive with WDR in this group,
VoteTRANSsame performs better, especially in

the F1 score. In the last group, BAE re-
markably affects the detectors, especially with
FGWS in medium and short text. FGWS is de-
feated, with scores less than 50.0 (random guess).
VoteTRANSsame still maintains its high perfor-
mance for long text and is competitive with WDR
for medium and short text.

Table 1b shows experiments where FGWS and
WDR are trained on (DistilBERT, AG News,
PWWS). We train WDR with other word-based
attacks including TextFooler, IGA, and BAE and
reach similar results as shown in Appendix C.
While FGWS and WDR obtain scores less than
90.0 on average, VoteTRANSsame retains its per-
formance, with 92.4 F1 and 95.2 recall. This
demonstrates the resilience of VoteTRANSsame

across various models, datasets, and attacks.
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4.2 Ablation Studies

We studied variants of VoteTRANS and com-
pared them with FGWS and WDR. These de-
tectors identified adversarial texts generated by
PWWS targeting the CNN on AG News (Table 2).
VoteTRANS is presented in two scenarios: an
unknown attack (VoteTRANSdiff ) and a known
attack (VoteTRANSsame).

For an unknown attack, we use a word-based
BAE and character-based DeepWordBug as the
auxiliary attacks for VoteTRANSdiff without
support. VoteTRANSdiff achieves high perfor-
mances with both auxiliaries. Other auxiliaries for
VoteTRANSdiff without support are mentioned in
Appendix D. The use of the RoBERTa model as
support boosts the overall performance. Other at-
tacks from the TextAttack were conducted and are
listed in increasing order of F1 scores. Among
these attacks, BERT-Attack and CLARE are ig-
nored because both use the same masked language
model used in BAE, and the three attacks reached
similar performances. HotFlip is not supported for
CNN. The results show that VoteTRANSdiff can
use any attack as the auxiliary, with all scores being
greater than or equal to 92.8, except for those of
Checklist. Checklist generates independent adver-
sarial text with any model and causes low perfor-
mance, as mentioned in the owner paper (Ribeiro
et al., 2020). The results from various auxiliaries
demonstrate that VoteTRANSdiff can detect ad-
versarial text without attack information.

For a known attack, VoteTRANSsame with-
out support outperforms FGWS and WDR.
VoteTRANSsame is improved by using random
support such as LSTM or RoBERTa. A stronger
model (RoBERTa) helps VoteTRANSsame more
than LSTM. Both can also be used together to sup-
port VoteTRANSsame and improve the F1 score,
but the adversarial recall is slightly affected. Other
available supports from TextAttack for AG News
are mentioned in Appendix E.

While character-based attacks are still a chal-
lenge for both WDR and FGWS as mentioned
in their papers, VoteTRANS still detects such ad-
versarial text upto 97.6% F1 and 99.6% recall as
shown in Appendix F. It indicates the flexible of
VoteTRANS with various attack levels.

4.3 Run Time

Since VoteTRANS uses an auxiliary attack to de-
tect adversarial text, we compared the run time of

VoteTRANSsame with that of the corresponding
attack. Table 3 shows a comparison of adversarial
text generated by PWWS targeting the CNN model
on short text (RTMR), medium text (AG News),
and long text (IMDB); VoteTRANSdiff , other at-
tacks, and models reached similar ratios. We
also compared the detection times obtained from
WDR/FGWS, which both use the target model to
predict the text n times, where n is the number
of words in an input text. VoteTRANSsame is re-
ported without support and with RoBERTa support.
We also separately appended the detection time for
adversarial and original text for VoteTRANSsame,
while other detectors ran for the same time for both.

The run times of both the attack and detec-
tors are affected by the text length. FGWS and
WDR need less than 2 seconds to detect text.
VoteTRANSsame processes adversarial text much
faster than original text because most of the ad-
versarial text is identified early with lines 20-
22 of Algorithm 1. Thanks to line 12 of Al-
gorithm 1 for filtering many transformed texts,
VoteTRANSsame without support run similar to
FGWS and WDR for short and medium text.
For long text, VoteTRANSsame needs 0.67 sec-
onds for adversarial text. VoteTRANSsame with
RoBERTa as support even completes processing
the adversarial text from IMDB with only 0.37 sec-
onds. This demonstrates that RoBERTa accelerates
adversarial text processing.

VoteTRANSsame runs faster by decreasing the
word ratio α in Algorithm 1. α determines
the number of words that are processed. While
VoteTRANSsame with RoBERTa as support pro-
cesses RTMR text in a reasonable time, we evaluate
the change in α for processing AG News and IMDB
text, as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, respec-
tively. For AG News, although the detection time
is mostly steady at 0.25 seconds, with α between
12% and 19%, the F1/recall ratio remarkably in-
creases from 93.9/91.6 to 95.4/95.2. The run time
is worsened to 1.42 seconds with the largest α of
100%, but the F1 scores are only slightly increased.

For IMDB text, VoteTRANSsame achieves a
high performance, even with a small α. When α is
increased from 3% to 10%, the run time/F1/recall
increases from 0.28/89.1/81.6 to 0.91/96.6/97.6.
The recall is improved up to 98.8 with a maximum
α of 100%, but the corresponding F1 score drops
slightly to 95.4. The F1 score is affected by some
of the original text misclassified as adversarial text.
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Figure 3: Correlation between the detection time and
performance of VoteTRANSsame with RoBERTa as
support to detect adversarial text generated by PWWS
targeting the CNN model when changing the word ratio
α. The time is averaged for all original and adversarial
detection.

In particular, when processing with 12% and
5% of the medium text (AG News) and long
text (IMDB), respectively, V oteTRANSsame

with RoBERTa as support takes approximately
0.21 seconds and 0.47 seconds, competitive with
0.08 seconds and 1.01 seconds produced from
FGWS/WDR, while keeping F1/recall scores
(93.9/91.6 for AG News and 94.7/92.4 for IMDB),
higher than FGWS (90.6/87.6 and 86.3/79.6) and
WDR (91.1/91.2 and 84.3/90.0). With these ratios,
V oteTRANSsame with RoBERTa only needs
32.0 and 61.1 for AG News and IMDB, respec-
tively (see Appendix G for other ratios).

4.4 Discussion

Detection with high confidence text:
VoteTRANS still keeps 79.2% of F1 score
on detecting adversarial text from AG News with
its confidence greater than or equal to 90%. In
contrast, WDR drops the score to 25.0% (see
other confidences and IMDB text in Appendix H).

Detection with only hard labels: VoteTRANS
only uses soft labels of predictions from a target
model via an auxiliary attack to calculate impor-
tance scores (line 3 of Algorithm 1). However,
these scores are only used to accelerate detection

Configuration AG News IMDB
Without detector 88.8 100.0
With WDR 5.2 16.4
With VoteTRANS 0.4 4.3

Table 4: Success rate under an adaptive attack.

by selecting the top words in line 6. Without
these scores, VoteTRANS achieves an identical
performance by processing all words. Therefore,
VoteTRANS is compatible with any target model
that only provides hard labels.

Parallel processing: An adversarial attack
needs to perturb individual words of input text in
sequence to optimize the perturbed text in each step
until a target model is fooled. On the other hand,
VoteTRANS can create independent transforma-
tion sets for individual words and process them in
parallel. VoteTRANS can accelerate the process
with parallel or distributed computing.

Adaptive attack: An attacker may be aware
of the existence of a detector and fool both a
target and the detector. We evaluate PWWS tar-
geting CNN models on AG News and IMDB as
shown in Table 4. Although PWWS strongly at-
tacks the CNN models with more than 88% of suc-
cess rate, it hardly bypasses detectors, especially
VoteTRANS.

5 Conclusion

We propose VoteTRANS, a method for detecting
adversarial text without training by voting on hard
labels of text after transformation. VoteTRANS
outperforms state-of-the-art detectors under var-
ious attacks, models, and datasets. Moreover,
VoteTRANS is flexible at detecting a restricted
scenario when an attack is unknown. VoteTRANS
also straightforwardly detects adversarial text from
a new attack without modifying the architecture.

6 Limitations

Auxiliary attack and supports: VoteTRANS
without support works well with an auxiliary attack
which is the same with the target attack. In contrast,
VoteTRANS with support achieves stable results
with any auxiliary attack but it runs slower.

Short text and susceptible text: A short text is
more difficult to detect than a long text. Suscepti-
ble text may bypass VoteTRANS as mentioned in
Appendix I. However, the short text and susceptible
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text are often unnatural and unclear meaning, re-
spectively, so they are easily recognized by humans.
Therefore, we recommend that humans recheck sus-
picious text with an abnormal ratio in the voting
process of VoteTRANS (line 19 of Algorithm 1).

Beyond word-based attacks: We detect adver-
sarial text up to word-based attacks, which change
a few characters or words and are often impercepti-
ble to humans. Other attacks remarkably affect the
naturalness with a large change such as sentence-
based attacks as in Iyyer et al. (2018).

Beyond text classification: We evaluate
VoteTRANS on adversarial attacks targeting text
classification. In contrast, the other tasks do not
well-define a standard for generating adversarial
text. For example, attacks targeting sequence
models need to determine a threshold for BLEU
score, which is aimed to minimize, but whether the
score is sufficient for an adversarial text is still in
question.
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A Prediction Change under One-Word
Transformation

The example in Figure 1 shows that the prediction
of an adversarial text is more susceptible than that
of an original text. We verify this observation on
other AG News texts and IMDB movie reviews. In
particular, we inspect the whole testing set contain-
ing 500 balanced samples of original and adversar-
ial text generated by PWWS targeting CNN. For
each sample, we transform a word by synonyms
and measure the rate of prediction change from the
target CNN. The maximum rate among words is
represented for the sample and is plotted in his-
togram graphs (Figure 4). The maximum rate of an
original text is often lower than that of an adversar-
ial text in both AG News and IMDB.
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Figure 5: The impact of word importance score in
VoteTRANS via changing word ratio α.

Attack WDR VoteTRANS
F1 Recall F1 Recall

TextFooler 95.4 95.2 96.5 98.0
IGA 94.1 95.2 95.7 97.2
BAE 88.7 82.0 96.7 99.6

Table 5: WDR training on other word-based attacks.

B Word Importance Score

We change word ratio α with 10% step to show the
impact of word importance score in VoteTRANS
(line 2-6 in Algorithm 1). The experiment is con-
ducted with adversarial text generated by PWWS
targeting a CNN model on IMDB. To elimi-
nate the impact of support models, we evaluate
VoteTRANSsame without support as shown in Fig-
ure 5. We also compare between VoteTRANSsame

with word importance score and that with random
score. VoteTRANSsame with word importance
score achieves better than that with random score
across all α, especially with small α. It demon-
strates the impact of word importance score in
VoteTRANS.

C WDR Training on Other Word-Based
Attacks

We train WDR on other main word-based attacks
including TextFooler, IGA, and BAE to detect adver-
sarial text generated by PWWS as shown in Table 5.

Method F1 Recall
VoteTRANSdiff (Checklist) 41.4 26.4
VoteTRANSdiff (PSO) 88.1 81.6
VoteTRANSdiff (A2T) 88.2 82.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Faster-Alzantot) 90.0 84.8
VoteTRANSdiff (IGA) 90.1 86.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Kuleshov) 90.8 86.4
VoteTRANSdiff (TextFooler) 91.1 88.0
VoteTRANSdiff (Input-Reduction) 93.8 97.6
VoteTRANSdiff (Pruthi) 94.3 96.8
VoteTRANSdiff (TextBugger) 94.6 97.2

Table 6: Other auxiliary attacks for VoteTRANSdiff
without support.

The adversarial text in both testing and training
data targets the CNN model on AG News. Since
VoteTRANS performs without training, we use
the corresponding attack as an auxiliary. WDR
is more compatible with TextFooler and IGA than
BAE. In contrast, VoteTRANS achieves similar
performance across three attacks.

D VoteTRANSdiff without Support

Besides BAE and DeepWordBug as mentioned in
Table 2, we show other auxiliary attacks in Table 6.
VoteTRANSdiff efficiently detects adversarial text
except with Checklist, which generates independent
adversarial text with any model and does not focus
on the performance.

E VoteTRANSsame with Other
Supports

Besides LSTM and RoBERTa as mentioned in Ta-
ble 2, we show all other available support models
for AG News from TextAttack and their combi-
nation in Table 7. VoteTRANS achieves perfor-
mances of at least 97.5 with individual supports
and their combination. Similar to the results in Ta-
ble 2, multiple supports reach more stable results
than an individual support.

F Detecting Character-Based Attacks

We conduct experiments to detect adversarial text
from all character-based attacks from TextAttack
compatible with the CNN model as shown in Ta-
ble 8. VoteTRANS achieves similar performances
for AG News and IMDB. It demonstrates the re-
silience of VoteTRANS in detecting character-
based attacks from different extents and tasks
(medium text with multiclass classification as in
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Method F1 Recall
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with BERT as support 97.5 100.0
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with ALBERT as support 97.6 99.6
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with DistilBERT as support 97.5 99.6
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with BERT+ALBERT as support 98.4 98.4
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with BERT+DistilBERT as support 98.2 98.8
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with ALBERT+DistilBERT as support 98.2 98.8
VoteTRANSsame (PWWS) with BERT+ALBERT+DistilBERT as support 98.4 99.2

Table 7: Other available support models from TextAttack for VoteTRANSsame.

Dataset Method F1 Recall

AG News

VoteTRANSsame (DeepWordBug) without support 94.3 89.2
VoteTRANSsame (Pruthi) without support 66.4 76.8
VoteTRANSsame (TextBugger) without support 92.7 93.6
VoteTRANSsame (DeepWordBug) with RoBERTa as support 95.0 98.8
VoteTRANSsame (Pruthi) with RoBERTa as support 80.3 98.0
VoteTRANSsame (TextBugger) with RoBERTa as support 96.1 98.8

IMDB

VoteTRANSsame (DeepWordBug) without support 90.5 93.2
VoteTRANSsame (Pruthi) without support 77.8 90.8
VoteTRANSsame (TextBugger) without support 92.1 95.2
VoteTRANSsame (DeepWordBug) with RoBERTa as support 93.3 99.6
VoteTRANSsame (Pruthi) with RoBERTa as support 82.0 98.4
VoteTRANSsame (TextBugger) with RoBERTa as support 97.6 99.6

Table 8: Detecting all character-based attacks compatible with CNN model from TextAttack.

AG News and long text with binary classification
as in IMDB).

G VoteTRANS Complexity

Let N , M , and K be the number of words, the num-
ber of transformations for each word, and the num-
ber of models used in Algorithm 1. The worst-case
of VoteTRANS complexity is O(N ×M ×K),
approximately with the number of predictions on
the K models. For example, if VoteTRANS
processes AG News using PWWS, CNN, and
RoBERTa as auxiliary, target, and support; in this
case, N , M , and K are 42.6, 10.7, and 2, respec-
tively. N of IMDB is increased to 241.9 while
other values are unchanged. Theoretically, the num-
ber of predictions is 910.6 (AG News) and 5165.6
(IMDB). However, this number is remarkably re-
duced by the constraint checking (line 12) and early
stopping (line 21) in Algorithm 1. As a result, it
is reduced to 216.3 (76.2%) and 1151.3 (77.7%)
predictions as shown in Figures 6a and 6b, respec-
tively. VoteTRANS can also adjust the number of
predictions suitable for the resource capacity by us-
ing small α. For example, α at 12% and 5% needs
32.0 and 61.1 predictions while keeping higher per-
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Figure 6: Number of predictions.
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formance on the existing works as mentioned in
Section 4.3.

H Detection with High Confidence Text
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Figure 7: Detection of adversarial text with high confi-
dence

We evaluate WDR and VoteTRANS on detect-
ing high confidence of adversarial text, which is
generated by PWWS targeting CNN models on AG
News and IMDB. PWWS attacks the CNN model
until overcoming minimum confidence. Since any
confidence of AG News (4 classes) and IMDB (2
classes) is greater than 25% and 50%, respectively,
we set minimum confidences starting at 30% and
60% with 10% step. While the minimum confi-
dences at 80% and 90% on AG News have 71 and
19 adversarial texts, respectively, other confidences
have sufficient 500 balanced samples.

While WDR and VoteTRANS achieve simi-
lar F1 on AG News until minimum confidence
at 60%, WDR suddenly drops down to 25.0%
at confidence 90%. In contrast, VoteTRANS
still keeps 79.2% at this confidence as shown
in Figure 7a. For IMDB, the margins between
WDR and VoteTRANS gradually increase from
4.2% to 18.4%. It demonstrates the resilience
of VoteTRANS in detecting adversarial text with
high confidence.

I Error Analysis

We analyze the errors of VoteTRANSsame for the
short text (MR). Here we especially focus on the
results when DistilBERT and RoBERTa are the
target and support models and the adversarial text
is generated with PWWS. MR is harder to detect
than long text as shown in Table 1. 40.7% of all
the errors that VoteTRANSsame fails to detect are
caused by susceptible original text, which is eas-
ily attacked. For example, although the original
text “your children will be occupied for 72 minute”
is correctly predicted as negative by DistilBERT,
29 out of 39 perturbations with one-word replace-
ments change the prediction into positive. It is
opposite to our hypothesis as mentioned in line 38
in Section 1 and thus bypasses VoteTRANS. Its
adversarial text “your child will be occupied for
72 minutes” also bypasses our detector (1 out of
42 perturbations change the prediction). However,
such text is a little harmful because it has unclear
sentiment and is unpopular (4.4% and 1.2% of MR
and IMDB testing text, respectively).
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